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What happens in the brain when we get
older?

• Changes in structure
• Changes in function

Work conducted at Trinity College Institute
of Neuroscience

• Biological markers of ageing
• Interventions to improve cognitive performance in

elderly



Prefrontal Cortex:

• Planning complex
cognitive behaviors
• Personality expression
•Decision making
• Goal-directed behaviour

Hippocampus:

•Long-term memory
•Spatial navigation

Occipital lobe:

Basic visual
processing
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P3a trials and P3b trials are pseudo-randomly intermixed. The number of standard
cues (small circles) before a target or distractor also randomly varies.
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Typical Frequency Spectrum
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Anatomy
• Prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and striatum all

decrease with age
Function

• Reduced amplitude and longer latencies on ERPs

Our work
• Finding biological markers
• Brain training
• Meditation (not our research but seems to be worth

knowing!)



Volunteers sought for healthy ageing study

The Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College, Dublin, is seeking to recruit
members of the general public, aged 55-85, for their volunteer research panel.

The Institute is very interested in understanding memory and attention. Their
research aims to increase our understanding of how the mind and brain work, with
a view to trying in the longer term to develop methods for assessing and treating
age-related memory problems.

Volunteers who can easily reach central Dublin may be invited to take part in one
or more studies. Please leave your name, address, phone number and (if available)
email at 01 896-8403, or email cassids2@tcd.ie


